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07/10/15 - Magnum Classic Boot - Classic style, new technologies

The Magnum Classic Boot ? Introduction
The Magnum classic boot has been redesigned. It has the same Magnum classic
look but with new Magnum technology. In this post I am going to talk about the new
Magnum Classic and is it going to be as good as the old one.

Magnum Classic boot ? The Look
The Magnum Classic boot has a very similar look to the old classic that was
designed in the 1980s. It simple terms it has a plain and professional look to it. It
has leather on the front and back of the boot. The rest of the boot is made with
tough durable nylon which means it is one of the best at keeping your feet nice and
cool. Every one loved the old classic look and you will not be disappointed with this
boot as it look very much the same. You can see it was defiantly based of the old
1980s boot just by taking a quick look at it.

Magnum Classic boot ? The New Specification
The New Classic boot is full of New Magnum Specification. This is all been put in to
make the boot a better patrol boot for everyone. It has been designed with the
end user in mind with the technology to make you and your feet happier on patrol.
The Magnum classic is lighter then the old classic by 10%. This makes it an
extremely light boot on your feet. The boot has an improved under foot by using an
EVA wedge. This was not on the old version so would hurt your feet over time. The
Tongue on the new Magnum Classic boot is made from a padded foam which make
it a lot more comfortable on the wearer. The boot is made of rustproof hardware so
the boot will not wear over time which makes it more durable. The new Magnum
classic boot comes with a TPU reinforced toe box which gives the wearer added
protection. The inner lining is a cambrelle lining which makes the boot stay cool as it
has a moisture wicking technology. The steel shank in this boot supports and
maintains the shape of the boot which makes the boot more durable and less likely
to wear. This is a great added factor as we know on patrol you can get though a lot
of boots. All in all the added technology to a much love boot is only a good thing and
makes this boot a better version to the classic.
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Magnum Classic boot ? Where should I get a pair?
With all Magnum boots I would always advise to go to a Magnum Elite stockist as
they know the most and always have the stock. I got my Magnum Classic boots
from Patrolstore for only £44.99 and at that price what a bargain!!! I advise you go
there quickly and get a pair they are worth much more then that. If you loved the old
Magnum Classic boots I am sure you will love the new ones just as much if not
more.

